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Reviewer's report:

It is an interesting technique but there are some major flaws:
- First, patients of this serie are younger than generally seen in occidental countries, so there must be an explanation for this to explain this difference.
- Second, a video of the technique but be much better than a written explanation.
- You cannot talk about "cost-effective" as in conclusion when there is not study of cost-effectiveness

English must be corrected.

There are some minor faults:
- In page 2 change "placation" for "plication"
- In lage 6 change "peineal" for "perineal"
- In table 2 change "Altimer" for "Altemeier"

Level of interest: An article of limited interest

Quality of written English: Not suitable for publication unless extensively edited

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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